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ELECTRIC UNIVERSAL SERVICE PROGRAM 2020 ANNUAL REPORT 
I. OVERVIEW 
 

The Electric Universal Service Program (“EUSP”), enacted in the Electric 
Customer Choice Act of 1999 (“the Act”), was designed by the Maryland General 
Assembly to assist low-income electric customers to retire utility bill arrearages, make 
current bill payments, and access home weatherization following the restructuring of 
Maryland’s electric companies and electricity supply market.  The Act, codified as Public 
Utilities Article, Annotated Code of Maryland, §7-512.1 (“PUA §7-512.1” or “EUSP 
Legislation”), required the Public Service Commission (“Commission”) to establish the 
program, make it available to low-income electric customers statewide, and provide 
oversight of the EUSP, as administered by the Office of Home Energy Programs 
(“OHEP”), within the Department of Human Services (“DHS”). 

II. LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 
 
 Under the Act, the Commission is required to oversee the EUSP as it is 
administered by DHS, through OHEP.  PUA §7-512.1(c)(1) requires the Commission to 
report annually to the General Assembly regarding the following: 1 

 
(i) A recommendation on the total amount of funds for the program for the following 

fiscal year, subject to the amounts that are to be collected under PUA §7-512.1(e) 
and based on: 

 
1. the level of participation in and the amounts expended on bill assistance and 

arrearage retirement during the preceding fiscal year; 
 

2. how bill assistance and arrearage retirement payments were calculated during 
the preceding fiscal year; 
 

3. the projected needs for the bill assistance and the arrearage retirement 
components for the next fiscal year; and  

 
4. the amount of any bill assistance or arrearage retirement surplus carried over 

in the electric universal service program fund under PUA §7-512.1(f)(6)(i).  
 

(ii) For bill assistance, the total amount of need, as determined by the Commission, 
for electric customers with annual incomes at or below 175% of the federal 
poverty level and the basis for this determination;  

 
(iii)  The amount of funds needed, as determined by the Commission, to retire      

arrearages for electric customers who have not received assistance in retiring 
                                                 
1 Numbering is as it appears in the PUA. 
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arrearages under the electric universal service program within the preceding seven   
fiscal years, and the basis for this determination;  

 
(iv) The amount of funds needed, as determined by the Commission, for bill 

assistance and arrearage retirement, respectively, for customers for whom income 
limitations may be waived under §7-512.1(a)(7) of the PUA, and the basis for 
each determination; 
 

(v)     The impact on customers’ rates, including the allocation among customer classes, 
from collecting the total amount recommended by the Commission under item (i) 
above; and  

 
(vi) The impact of using other federal poverty level benchmarks on costs and the 

effectiveness of the electric universal service program. 
 
To assist the Commission in preparing its recommendations, OHEP is required 

under PUA §7-512.1(c)(2) to report the following information to the Commission each 
year: 

 
(1) the number of customers and the amount of distributions made to fuel customers 

under the Maryland Energy Assistance Program (“MEAP”) identified by funding 
source and fuel source; 
 

(2) the cost of outreach and educational materials provided by OHEP for the EUSP; 
and 

 
(3) the amount of money that DHS receives, and is expected to receive for low-

income energy assistance from the Maryland Strategic Energy Investment Fund 
(“SEIF/RGGI”), the MEAP (for electric customers only), and any other federal, 
State, local, or private source. 

III. BASIS FOR FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 The Commission’s consideration and review of EUSP operational plans and 
proposals, workgroup reports, program reports, and filings is docketed in Case No. 8903, 
In the Matter of the Electric Universal Service Program.  On May 20, 2020, OHEP filed 
its EUSP Proposed Operations Plan for Fiscal Year (“FY”) 2021.  Following receipt of 
comments from interested parties and a hearing to consider the Proposed Operations 
Plan, on July 24, 2020, the Commission approved OHEP’s Operations Plan for FY 2021 
and authorized the allocations for FY 2021 proposed by OHEP from ratepayer funding, 
as provided under PUA §7-512.1(e).2  
 

                                                 
2 See Order No. 89637, issued September 22, 2020. 
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Table 1 FY 2021 Allocations Approved by Order No. 89637 

Allocation Amount 
Bill Payment Assistance $30,781,027 

Administration $4,459,819 
Outreach $71,882 

EUSP Data System $389,542 
Total $35,702,270 

 
 In Order No. 89637, the Commission noted that OHEP anticipates total funding 
for the EUSP in FY 2021 to be $151,718,800 which includes $19,851,556 from the 
SEIF/RGGI, $76,358,572 in federal funding from the Low Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”), and $400,000 from Dominion Cove Point.3,4  
 

By Order No. 89637, the Commission also affirmed two earlier directives, 
including: (1) requiring OHEP, Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (“BGE”), Potomac 
Electric Power Company (“Pepco”), and Delmarva Power & Light Company (“DPL”) to 
continue to provide information to the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel (“OPC”) and 
Commission Technical Staff (“Staff”) on the number of EUSP and MEAP customers that 
receive service from a retail supplier of electricity or natural gas; and (2)  requiring Staff 
to continue to provide periodic progress reports based on discussions at the OHEP 
Advisory Board.  The Commission also directed Staff to provide a summary of 
stakeholder efforts and findings regarding the manner in which MEAP funds are 
proposed to be treated for participants in the Universal Service Protection Program 
(“USPP”).5 The Commission again this year directs the utilities to provide the number of 
EUSP and MEAP customers that receive electric or gas service from a retail supplier. 
The Commission also directs that Staff provide periodic 51 Order No. 89215 at 7. 52 Id.  

  
On November 23, 2020, OHEP filed its FY 2020 Electric Universal Service 

Program Annual Report (“Annual Report”) in compliance with PUA §7-512.1(c)(2).  
 

A. OHEP FY 2020 ANNUAL REPORT 
 

  In its Annual Report, OHEP provided highlights pertaining to the operation of the 
EUSP for the July 1, 2019–June 30, 2020 program year.6 Table 2 shows the total 
households served, the total benefits expended, and the average benefit awarded per 
household for both bill assistance and arrearage retirement.7 OHEP’s Annual Report 

                                                 
3 Id. at p. 2. 
4 An additional $19,406,402 in funding is from the CARES Act.  ML# 230502, OHEP Proposed 
Operations Plan for Fiscal Year 2021 (May, 2020). 
5 This matter is currently being discussed in a working group and a report and revised regulations will be 
filed on December 31, 2020. 
6 OHEP’s Annual Report is attached in Appendix A. 
7 FY 2019 Electric Universal Service Program Annual Report to the Maryland Public Service Commission 
(“Annual Report”) at p. 5. 
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indicates that fewer households were served by the program for FY 2020 compared to FY 
2019. In addition, both the average bill assistance benefit and the average arrearage 
retirement benefit declined between the two fiscal years and the average MEAP payment 
amounts were lower.8  

 
Table 2 Comparison of EUSP Data for FY 2019 and 20209 

 Households Served Total Benefit Expenditures  Average Grant 
Bill Assistance 

FY 2019  93,523  $47,300,000  $506  
FY 2020  84,079  $41,300,000  $492  

Difference  -10%              -12.7%  -2.7%  
Arrearage Retirement 

FY 2019  16,115 $13,500,000  $835  
FY 2020  12, 218  $9,500,000  $779  

Difference  -24.2%  -29.6%  -6.7%  
EUSP Total 

FY 2019  93,523  $60,800,000 $650 
FY 2020  84,079  $50,800,000 $604 

Difference  -10%  -16.4%  -7.1%  
 
    OHEP did not project an enrollment figure for FY 2021 or the amount of its bill 

payment assistance for that same period.  However, OHEP noted that it expected that 
current funding levels would be adequate to meet the EUSP needs for FY 2021 due to 
additional funding from the CARES Act.10  In FY 2020, $30.9 million in ratepayer funds 
went to fund bill payment assistance.11  MEAP and SEIF/RGGI also provided assistance 
for the EUSP’s bill payment assistance component of approximately $10.4 million.12 
Arrearage retirement was funded by SEIF/RGGI monies.13 

 
OHEP also administers MEAP, which is federally funded through the Low 

Income Home Energy Assistance Program (“LIHEAP”). Because MEAP pays for heating 
assistance, its grants are not limited to public service companies providing electricity and 
gas heating service,14 but also go to vendors of non-regulated fuels such as oil and 
propane.  For customers who heat with electricity, EUSP and MEAP work in tandem, 
resulting in increased EUSP benefits for electric heating customers because MEAP funds 

                                                 
8 Annual Report at pp 5-6. 
9 FY 2019 Electric Universal Service Program Annual Report to the Maryland Public Service Commission 
(“Annual Report”) at p. 5. 
10 Annual Report at p. 18.  
11 Id. at p. 5.  
12 Id. 
13 Id. at p. 13.  
14 OHEP discusses a gas arrearage program in its Annual Report, and this program is funded by MEAP 
using LIHEAP funding.  
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are used to cover heating costs.  Benefit expenditures for MEAP in FY 2020 totaled 
$56.86 million, of which approximately 46 percent went to electricity.15   
   

OHEP states that it has reserved $80,000 for FY 2021 outreach activities 
conducted by its local administering agencies.16  Staffing and overtime for extended 
outreach events was paid for through OHEP’s Administrative budget.  OHEP’s outreach 
is often done in partnership with utilities and organizations performing low-income 
energy-related work, including those which focus on children, the elderly, and the ill and 
disabled.17  

 

B. How Benefits Were Calculated for FY 2020 and Will Be Calculated for FY 
2021 

 
 For bill assistance under the EUSP, OHEP uses a formula to customize the benefit 
amount to be paid to each participant.  The following factors contribute to the size of a 
participant’s EUSP benefit: (1) gross household income, (2) household size, 
(3) electricity usage, and (4) price of electricity for a given customer.  In administering 
the EUSP, OHEP divides participants into groups based on gross household income using 
the federal poverty levels (“FPL”), as suggested at PUA §7-512.1(a)(1).  The EUSP 
groups are as follows:  (1) Poverty Level 1 (0 to 75 percent FPL), (2) Poverty Level 2 
(over 75 percent to 110 percent FPL), (3) Poverty Level 3 (over 110 percent to 150 
percent FPL), (4) Poverty Level 4 (over 150 percent to 176 percent FPL), and (5) Poverty 
Level 5, which is composed of subsidized housing occupants, whose incomes vary and 
who receive rental subsidies including varying utility service subsidies.  The lower a 
EUSP participant’s poverty level, the higher is the benefit received by that participant.  
The FPL income limit varies with household size.  OHEP awards participants in Poverty 
Level 5 a relatively small benefit in recognition of the fact that these participants already 
receive some energy assistance through a housing subsidy.   
 
 The electricity usage of each EUSP participant as certified by the participant’s 
electric company is taken into account up to a set limit, with additional bill assistance 
provided from MEAP to participants who heat with electricity.  A final adjustment is 
made for the relative cost of electricity for each EUSP participant such that EUSP 
participants served by an electric company with rates either higher or lower than the 
average receive a slightly higher or lower benefit.  OHEP’s formula results in an 
equitable distribution of benefit grants to EUSP participants with the most pressing 
needs, based on income and usage.18 
 
 

                                                 
15 Id. at p. 21.  
16 Id. at p. 22.  
17 OHEP’s outreach activities and customer services are described on pages 14-16 of its Annual Report. 15  
18 Id., Table 4 at p. 12. 
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Table 3 Distribution of Bill Assistance by Poverty Level for FY 2020 

Poverty Level Income Level Participants % of Distribution 
1 0-75% 28,797  34.2%  
2 Over 75%-110% 24,808  29.6%  
3 Over 110%-150% 22,206  26.4%  
4 Over 150%-175% 8,268  9.8%  

 
 OHEP uses the federal poverty levels described above to assess a household’s 
eligibility for arrearage assistance as well as bill payment assistance.  For FY 2020, 
OHEP set a minimum arrearage amount of $300 for a household to qualify for arrearage 
assistance from the EUSP; the maximum arrearage benefit allocated from the EUSP for 
one household was $2,000.19 Applicants requiring arrearage assistance beyond the OHEP 
maximum of $2,000 or below the $300 minimum are referred to community-based 
programs.  

  
 In FY 2014, OHEP instituted a new arrearage waiver policy allowing households 
having a household member over the age of 65 or under the age of 2 or a household 
member who is considered to be disabled, including but not limited to, medically fragile 
persons, to apply for additional funds not to exceed the $2,000 cap if these households 
had received $800 or less in arrearage retirement assistance during the past seven years.  
In FY 2020, 430 households considered vulnerable received benefits totaling $398,752.20 
 

C. OHEP Projections for Funds to Be Expended in FY 2021.  
 

OHEP anticipates that its enrollment will continue to increase, but maintains that 
it has sufficient funds for FY 2021. This is discussed in more detail below. 

IV. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Total Amount of Funding Recommended for FY 2021 
 

  Under the current funding structures and eligibility criteria, the Commission 
recommends the FY 2021 EUSP funding levels outlined in Table 4 below. This 
recommendation is based on current participation levels as detailed in Table 2. Methods 
for calculating bill payment assistance and awarding arrearage retirement assistance are 
discussed in Section III B above and will remain unchanged.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
19 Annual Report at p.13. 
20 Id.   
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Table 4 Projected EUSP Funds Available for FY 2021 from All Sources 

Funding Source Amount 
Ratepayer Statutory Collection $37,000,000  

Allocation from RGGI Auctions (SEIF/RGGI) $19,851,55621  
MEAP Funding for EUSP Participants $39,000,00022  

Dominion Cove Point Settlement  $400,000  
Total $96,251,556 

 
The Commission supports OHEP’s practice of using SEIF/RGGI funds for 

arrearage retirement because this allocation allows more ratepayer funding to be used for 
bill assistance while simultaneously covering more EUSP participants in need of 
arrearage retirement assistance.  While the Commission notes that OHEP did not offer a 
specific projection regarding the size of its bill assistance benefit in FY 2020, the 
Commission supports the continuation of an average OHEP bill assistance grant of at 
least $500. The Commission recommends that 12 percent of ratepayer money be set aside 
for administration and supports the continuation of outreach at the proposed level of 
$80,000.  To further support the success of the EUSP, the Commission recommends that 
OHEP use the portion of SEIF/RGGI funds for bill assistance that OHEP does not 
allocate to arrearage assistance or EUSP direct program costs.  Finally, the Commission 
notes that the coming fiscal year may present challenges in dealing with COVID19-
related arrearages that have accumulated during 2020 and which may continue for an 
uncertain period of time due to the circumstances caused by the conditions relating to the 
current public health emergency and its aftermath. 

 
The Commission recognizes that OHEP may face as yet unknown challenges.  

OHEP consults with its stakeholders through its Advisory Group, and Staff will continue 
to participate.  
 

B. Total Amount of Need for Bill Assistance (Electric Customers with Annual 
Incomes at or below 175% of the Federal Poverty Level and the Basis for this 
Determination)  
 

Under PUA §7-512.1(a)(1), EUSP eligibility extends to 175 percent of the federal 
poverty level.  OHEP states that applications for EUSP Bill Payment Assistance 
decreased, and bill assistance benefit expenditures totaled $41.35 million.23 OHEP 
projects that applications for 2021 will increase significantly.  The CARES Act has made 
additional funding available, and OHEP states that this federal funding will be sufficient 
to handle additional funding requests in the coming year. In addition, OHEP will 

                                                 
21 Of this amount, OHEP projects that it will spend $12 million on arrearage assistance. See Annual Report 
at p. 22.  
22 This is an estimate.  OHEP states that it has been allocated approximately $78 million, of which 
approximately 50 percent is usually allocated to low income winter heating needs. OHEP also has some 
LIHEAP funds from the previous year.  See Annual Report at pp. 22-23. 
23 Annual Report at p. 17.   
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continue to work with its Advisory Board, on which Commission Staff is a participant, to 
monitor funding availability. 

 
The Commission notes that the number of actual participants in EUSP has 

decreased in recent years.  However, the manner in which participants are enrolled is now 
tied to eligibility in other low income programs, known as categorical eligibility, which 
should increase participation over time.  In addition, it is OHEP’s position that the 
moratorium on utility terminations, which was in place for much of FY 2021 contributed 
to the decline in EUSP applications.  With the resumption of termination activity 
beginning October 1, 2020, OHEP stated that applications have increased. Termination 
notices typically are associated with approximately 50 percent of bill assistance 
applications.  Because the ongoing pandemic has impacted both the need for energy 
assistance and the behavior of potential EUSP applicants, it is very difficult to predict 
both the number of applicants and the size of available bill assistance grants.  Funding for 
EUSP participants who heat with electricity should be available through the CARES Act 
allocation.  In addition, the Commission has directed that the utilities arrange special 
payment arrangements for low income customers who receive energy assistance.  For 
these reasons, it is difficult to project demand for EUSP-funded bill assistance in the 
coming year.   

 
The EUSP statutory mandate is to assist qualifying electric customers through bill 

assistance, arrearage retirement, and weatherization.  OHEP’s Annual Report projects 
that its current funding will be adequate to meet the EUSP needs for FY 2021.24  OHEP’s 
Annual Report indicates, as reflected in Table 4 above, the approximate funds that will be 
available in FY 2020 from the ratepayers’ statutory collection, SEIF/RGGI and MEAP.  

  
In light of the EUSP’s statutory mandate and OHEP’s recently increasing 

participation levels, the Commission recommends the EUSP budget and funding levels 
discussed broadly in OHEP’s Annual Report inclusive of SEIF/RGGI and LIHEAP 
funds.  Specifically, the Commission agrees with OHEP that the EUSP will require at 
least the same amount of funding in FY 2021 as it expended in FY 2020.  The 
Commission notes that the average benefit should continue to be weighted to FPL 1 and 
FPL 2, where the need is greatest.    

C. Arrearage Retirement Assistance Funding 
 
The Electric Customer Choice and Competition Act of 1999 limits arrearage 

retirement assistance for EUSP participants to once every seven years.  The total amount 
of ratepayer funds that may be spent on arrearage assistance is limited by statute to $1.5 
million.  In FY 2020, OHEP awarded $9.5 million of non-ratepayer funds for EUSP 
arrearage retirement.25  An additional $12 million may be awarded before the 
Commission approves OHEP’s next plan. Due to funding provided by SEIF/RGGI, 
OHEP expends non-ratepayer funds for this purpose and the Commission supports this 
                                                 
24 Id. at p. 18.  
25 Id. at p. 19.  
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expenditure.  However, OHEP notes, and the Commission agrees, that the demand for 
electric arrearage retirement assistance is likely to increase significantly in FY 2021 due 
to accumulated arrearages during the current pandemic and its accompanying economic 
effects.26  OHEP states that it does not need any additional funds for arrearages at this 
time.  However, requests for arrearage assistance continue to increase and OHEP will 
continue to monitor this situation.  Similarly, the Commission is currently reviewing the 
magnitude of utility customer arrearages and its impacts, particular the impacts on low 
income customers.  

D. Income Limitation Waivers  
 
Under PUA §7-512.1(a)(7), OHEP may waive the income limitations for 

customers who could qualify for a similar waiver under MEAP.  In light of the funding 
available to OHEP and the use of consistent income limitation structures for both the 
EUSP and the MEAP, the Commission supports OHEP’s ongoing practice of offering no 
waivers to households above the EUSP statutory limit.  OHEP recommends retaining this 
policy and requests no funding for this purpose.  The Commission does not oppose 
OHEP’s continuation of this policy but notes that it is possible that there may be some 
unexpected situations that arise this year due to the COVID19 pandemic. 

E. Impact on Customers’ Rates Including the Allocation among Customer 
Classes  

 
By Order No. 89105, issued April 24, 2019, the Commission lowered the 

residential rate for EUSP from $0.36 to $0.32 and also reduced rates for nonresidential 
customers by 30.64 percent for each of the 24 tariff tiers. 27  All Maryland electric 
utilities were directed to file revised tariffs, which were subsequently approved.  Staff 
was directed to conduct an annual review in April of each year, and, should an over-
collection exist for the previous fiscal year, file a recommendation with the Commission 
on how to change the rates to refund the over-collection to customers.  In its 2019 Annual 
Report, OHEP noted that approximately $6.8 million in funds in excess of the statutory 
limit had been collected during FY 2019.28  However, OHEP is now reporting that it has 
under-collected in FY 2020 by approximately $5.3 million.29  Commission Staff is in the 
process of reviewing the status of the statutory collections.  OHEP recommends that the 
current rates, which are set to return excess collections to ratepayers, be reset at the 
beginning of fiscal year 2022.  The Commission agrees with this timeline. 
 

                                                 
26  Id.  
27 Non-residential customers, from C&I classes, are allocated charges based on annual utility billings 
according to a 24-tier matrix.  During the first quarter of each year, the electric companies are required to 
review the revenue received during the previous year and to reallocate EUSP charges to non-residential 
customers as necessary.  Growth in the number of residential customers and changes in the amount of 
revenues from non-residential customers cause fluctuation in the amounts collected.    
28 Annual Report at p. 18. 
29 Id. at 18. 
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F. The Impact of Using Other Federal Poverty Program Benchmarks  
 

OHEP uses the federal poverty level to determine eligibility for EUSP assistance.  
Under the EUSP legislation, eligibility is capped at 175 percent of FPL.  The FPLs are 
based on gross household income and family size and are updated periodically based on 
various cost of living indices.  The FPLs are also publicly available and widely used.  
OHEP uses a consistent eligibility system for the EUSP and the federally-funded MEAP.  
This uniformity facilitates the administration of both programs and enables OHEP to 
make more efficient use of its combined federal, State, and ratepayer funding. 

 
The benchmark for determining eligibility for participation in the EUSP is crucial 

to determining the aggregate funding needed by the EUSP.  To the extent that aggregate 
funding interacts with benefit size, these benchmarks and the manner in which they are 
applied greatly affect the success and effectiveness of the EUSP.  The Commission does 
not recommend changing the existing OHEP benchmarks. 

V.  CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the OHEP FY 2020 Annual Report, the Commission recommends that 
the total amount of funds allocated for the EUSP for FY 2021 be at least $96 million as 
discussed above.30  For the reasons stated herein, the Commission finds that this amount 
of funding is necessary to assist low-income electric customers in Maryland.  
  

                                                 
30 This recommendation is inclusive of MEAP funds.  
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